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Is IT monitoring the tree that’s hiding the 
forest? Look again! Centreon MAP takes IT 
monitoring beyond troubleshooting – helping 
you and key people at your company uncover 
the actionable, shareable IT insights that 

underpin business outcomes. As IT Operations 
Management becomes a vital part of driving 
business growth, you have a rich story to tell 
– and like all good stories, it must be told with 
pictures.

Now you’re seeing beyond infrastructure

Design user-relevant stories, from bird’s-eye to microscopic
  Use the extensive data mapping  

capabilities to create custom real-time  
views for different users or purposes

  Analyze information and display it in  
drill-down tree structures or set of  
screens: geography, network topology, 
technical components, application,  
service or business activity, etc.

  NOC-ready: assemble multiple data source 
views on one screen, directly from the 
Centreon Web interface and layer various 
data sources at will to sustain sharper 
analysis and decision-making 

  Display data in user-friendly and shareable 
graphs: topology, graphs, bar charts, pie 
charts, gauges, spark lines, etc., thanks to  
a rich object palette 

  Take instant top-down snapshots of user-
level insights and turn them into real-time 
operational alerts and performance  
status using ACL-based authorization 

Centreon MAP is our data-mapping  
and visualization tool for real time,  
shareable analysis of global IT services 
and network performance status. 
Designed with a dual studio-viewer 
application, it’s always in sync with 
Centreon databases so you always have 
picture-perfect, relevant information. 
And it’s not just about the look, 
Centreon MAP makes IT monitoring 
meaningful for proactive event 
management and incident resolution.



Contact us  
for a live demo of  

Centreon MAP 

sales@centreon.com

www.centreon.com

Show and tell the full story 
behind IT monitoring

Always get the freshest view
Simplify the implementation of assets to your 
monitoring perimeter and gain more control 
on your mapping abilities. Systematic data 
synchronization with Centreon databases, 
facilitates updates based on parent-child 
relationships, object groups or dependencies  
each time a monitored resource is added, 
modified or deleted.

Drag and drop for custom views
Centreon MAP’s studio application is a dedicated 
IDE workspace with drag and drop tools that 
accommodate multiple administrators.  
Creating and manipulating custom views  
for different user functions and objectives  
is effortless. Display hundreds of thousands  
of graphic elements at a time on the rich  
studio application or on Centreon Web,  
yet maintain interactivity and ease of use  
for a variety of internal users.

Act on what you see
Centreon MAP delivers functionalities that 
facilitate management in complex settings  
such as in NOCs, for monitoring multiple  
or massive sites. Be enabled to act on what  
you see with acknowledgement alerts and 
downtime triggering, planning and disabling.

The end result?  
Better business outcomes
With Centreon MAP, ITOM and NOC teams  
are not only better informed, they are 
empowered to make other key decision  
makers in the company aware of the impact  
of IT performance and availability on  
business-critical operations.
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